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MINING NEW WORDS FROM A QUERY LOG
FOR INPUT METHOD EDITORS

only useful examples. The mining techniques described
herein may be used With other languages, and for other pur
poses. As such, the present invention is not limited to any

BACKGROUND

particular embodiments, aspects, concepts, structures, func

An Input Method Editor (IME) is a tool provided in many
computers that helps users input data into the computer sys
tem. However, the various Words and language model inside

tionalities or examples described herein. Rather, any of the
embodiments, aspects, concepts, structures, functionalities or
examples described herein are non-limiting, and the present
invention may be used various Ways that provide bene?ts and

the IME is ?xed and cannot be used to assist users in inputting
neW Words (including terms such as names), Which appear
very often.
While it is straightforward to adapt an IME to use neW

Turning to FIG. 1, there is shoWn a neW Word mining
mechanism 102 that obtains neW Words (including phrases

Words, automatically ?nding such neW and effective Words
regularly (e.g., daily) is a dif?cult problem. Such a task needs

data source 104. In one implementation, selected neW Words

advantages in computing and data mining in general.

containing tWo or more Chinese characters) from a query log

to ?nd relevant neW Words, yet at the same time be automated.

SUMMARY

This Summary is provided to introduce a selection of rep
resentative concepts in a simpli?ed form that are further

20

described beloW in the Detailed Description. This Summary
is not intended to identify key features or essential features of
the claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to be used in any
Way that Would limit the scope of the claimed subject matter.

Brie?y, various aspects of the subject matter described

“noise” that appears in queries, as Well as to not add Words or

25

steps represented in FIG. 2. One suitable data source 104 is

query log data generated from live searching, such as the
Windows@ Live Search Log. The scale of the Live Search log
30

Words and the other tWo months aggregated data as an evalu
35

ation dataset to test the performance.

40

log as input, at step 202 (FIG. 2) the query set is separated by
the various markets, (e.g., queries submitted in the Chinese
search market), With only the relevant market kept. A charset
based algorithm is used to ?lter non-Chinese queries, keeping
only the Chinese queries. These queries are processed by the

For the Chinese IME implementation, taking the raW query

unless the substring better represents the meaning of the
query, (e.g., as judged by the process). Also described is

Pinyin-based clustering and ?ltering, and ?ltering out queries
already handled in the dictionary.

is on the order of hundreds of millions of transactions each

day. One implementation uses tWelve months of the query
log, and updates the neW Words daily, With ten months of
aggregated data used as training data to generate the neW

of queries, only frequent queries are kept for further process
ing. Further processing may include ?ltering out queries
based on length (e.g., less than tWo or greater than eight
Chinese characters), and/or ?ltering out queries based on too
many stop-Words in the query. Processing may also include
?ltering out a query that is a substring of a larger query, e.g.,

the like already properly handled by the dictionary 106.
In general, one example implementation automatically
generates neW Words for a Chinese IME via seven general

herein are directed toWards a technology by Which neW Words
(including a phrase or set of Chinese characters) are mined
from a query log. The neW Words may be added to (or other

Wise supplement) an IME dictionary.
In one aspect, the query log may be separated by market
(e. g., the Chinese market) and/ or by language. From this set

are placed into the IME dictionary 106 for use by the IME
108. Note that it is feasible to have a ?xed IME dictionary
With neW Words added to a supplemental dictionary, hoWever
it is understood that FIG. 1 is only one possible implementa
tion. As described beloW, the neW Word mining mechanism
102 employs various ?ltering algorithms to remove any

Other advantages may become apparent from the folloW
ing detailed description When taken in conjunction With the

remaining exempli?ed steps of FIG. 2 that extract the neW
Words based upon training sets.

draWings.
45

In a next step 204, queries are sorted by frequency so as to

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

only consider suf?ciently frequent queries, that is, those hav

The present invention is illustrated by Way of example and
not limited in the accompanying ?gures in Which like refer

ing a frequency higher than a threshold. The total phrase set in
the current IME dictionary is also obtained; the exempli?ed
algorithm ?lters out any query that is already in the current

ence numerals indicate similar elements and in Which:

50

FIG. 1 is a block diagram shoWing example components
for mining neW Words from a query log for use by an Input

Method Editor (IME).
FIG. 2 is a How diagram representing example steps for
determining Which phrases to mine from the query log.

55

FIG. 3 shoWs an illustrative example of a computing envi
ronment into Which various aspects of the present invention

Various aspects of the technology described herein are
generally directed toWards a mechanism/method to obtain
neW phrases (or Words) from a query log data source for use
in an input method editor (IME). While some of the examples
described herein are directed toWards Chinese phrases/sym

bols (Words and characters), it is understood that these are

tation, the queries are classi?ed by length to ?lter out queries
Whose length is greater than eight Chinese characters or less
than tWo Chinese characters. Note that the upper limit of eight
is used because one current Chinese IME does not support

may be incorporated.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

IME dictionary.
Step 206 is directed to ?ltering and separating the queries
by length. More particularly, in a Chinese query implemen

phrases longer than eight; (hoWever this length may be modi
60

?ed as appropriate based upon the IME in use). The loWer
limit is used because queries that have only one Chinese
character are, in general, ambiguous. This step is also a pre
step for step 210.

In step 208, stop-Word ?ltering is performed to account for
65

the fact that there are often one or more various stop -Words in

a query set (e.g., articles such as “the” in English, pronouns
and prepositions, like “*P‘J- M- ‘E’ ii W‘ 4t!" in Chinese, and so

US 8,407,236 B2
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on). A stop Word list is built for such Words or characters. The

quently queried are mined, thereby automatically updating an

percentage of stop-Words may be calculated by:

IME dictionary With relevant Words that are not already in the

dictionary.
#(of stopWord character)

EXEMPLARY OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

#(of total character)*logf(jl# of total character)

FIG. 3 illustrates an example of a suitable computing and
netWorking environment 300 on Which the examples of FIGS.
1 and 2 may be implemented. The computing system envi
ronment 300 is only one example of a suitable computing

A threshold percentage, Which may be determined by tun
ing, may be used to ?lter out any query that is less than this
threshold.

environment and is not intended to suggest any limitation as
to the scope of use or functionality of the invention. Neither

Step 210 refers to substring ?ltering, Which deals With
removing a short query that is a substring of another, longer
query. In Chinese, examples include
51%;}? and
EEWIB. “é?éat? and

ELTrlIéIVT'

should the computing environment 300 be interpreted as hav
ing any dependency or requirement relating to any one or

combination of components illustrated in the exemplary oper
ating environment 300.

Sometimes a short query

results from a user being unWilling to enter Whole Words into
a query; other times this results from a typographical error, or
some different expression of user intension.

As can be readily appreciated, adding both strings and
substrings of those larger strings into the set of neW Words
may result in duplicate entries in the IME dictionary. As

described herein, a substring-based ?ltering algorithm
detects such duplicates.
One such algorithm operates by extracting the query pair
(q1, q2), Where q1 is a substring of q2 and the length of q2 is

20

able for use With the invention include, but are not limited to:

personal computers, server computers, hand-held or laptop

devices, tablet devices, multiprocessor systems, micropro
25

equal to the length of q1 plus 1. Then a scale ratio is de?ned
as:

30

TWo thresholds 0t and [3 are used, Which may be used via

tuning. For R1<0t, the algorithm ?lters q1 because q1 is

The invention is operational With numerous other general
purpose or special purpose computing system environments
or con?gurations. Examples of Well knoWn computing sys
tems, environments, and/or con?gurations that may be suit

35

cessor-based systems, set top boxes, programmable con
sumer electronics, netWork PCs, minicomputers, mainframe
computers, distributed computing environments that include
any of the above systems or devices, and the like.
The invention may be described in the general context of
computer-executable instructions, such as program modules,
being executed by a computer. Generally, program modules
include routines, programs, objects, components, data struc
tures, and so forth, Which perform particular tasks or imple
ment particular abstract data types. The invention may also be
practiced in distributed computing environments Where tasks
are performed by remote processing devices that are linked

expected to be a substring of q2 and most users are interested

through a communications netWork. In a distributed comput

in q2. For R1>[3, the algorithm regards q1 as being a much
popular query than q2, Whereby it is expected to cover the

ing environment, program modules may be located in local
and/or remote computer storage media including memory
storage devices.
With reference to FIG. 3, an exemplary system for imple
menting various aspects of the invention may include a gen
eral purpose computing device in the form of a computer 310.
Components of the computer 310 may include, but are not
limited to, a processing unit 320, a system memory 330, and
a system bus 321 that couples various system components
including the system memory to the processing unit 320. The
system bus 321 may be any of several types of bus structures

main meaning of q2.
As represented by step 212, further ?ltering is performed
based upon the same pinyin (in Which the pinyin results from
knoWn mechanisms for converting Chinese symbols into the
Roman alphabet). More particularly, there are some queries
With the same pinyin in the log; examples of Which include

40

45

and l§l§ The Chinese IME attempts to extract neW

Words for the same pinyin. To this end, one exempli?ed
algorithm uses a query-to-pinyin model to ?rst translate a

query to pinyin, and cluster the queries With the Same pinyin
together. In each cluster, the algorithm sorts the query by

including a memory bus or memory controller, a peripheral
bus, and a local bus using any of a variety of bus architectures.
50

By Way of example, and not limitation, such architectures
include Industry Standard Architecture (ISA) bus, Micro
Channel Architecture (MCA) bus, Enhanced ISA (EISA) bus,
Video Electronics Standards Association (VESA) local bus,
and Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus also

frequency, and keeps those With a suf?ciently high frequency.
In one current implementation, only up to the top tWo queries
in each cluster are kept; in the event that the second largest

frequency is relatively small, only the top one query in this
cluster is kept.

55

knoWn as MeZZanine bus.

Step 214 is performed to detect an already-correct case.

The computer 3 1 0 typically includes a variety of computer

More particularly, some queries may be translated correctly
in the current IME engine by typing its pinyin. In step 214,
60

readable media. Computer-readable media can be any avail
able media that can be accessed by the computer 310 and
includes both volatile and nonvolatile media, and removable
and non-removable media. By Way of example, and not limi

one algorithm implementation uses a Word-to-pinyin model
to ?rst translate the query to pinyin, and then translate the
pinyin to a Word using a pinyin-to-Word model. If the query is
the same (e.g., exactly the same) as the translated Word, this
query is not considered for neW Word analysis because the

tation, computer-readable media may comprise computer
storage media and communication media. Computer storage

current IME engine already handles it correctly.
In this manner, neW Words (Which in Chinese correspond to
tWo or more characters) are mined from queries submitted by
users. Via various ?ltering, only neW Words that are fre

65

media includes volatile and nonvolatile, removable and non
removable media implemented in any method or technology
for storage of information such as computer-readable instruc
tions, data structures, program modules or other data. Com

puter storage media includes, but is not limited to, RAM,

US 8,407,236 B2
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ROM, EEPROM, ?ash memory or other memory technology,

storage, magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk

game pad, satellite dish, scanner, or the like. These and other
input devices are often connected to the processing unit 320
through a user input interface 360 that is coupled to the

storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any other

system bus, but may be connected by other interface and bus

CD-ROM, digital versatile disks (DVD) or other optical disk
medium Which can be used to store the desired information

structures, such as a parallel port, game port or a universal

and Which can accessed by the computer 310. Communica

serial bus (USB). A monitor 391 or other type of display

tion media typically embodies computer-readable instruc

device is also connected to the system bus 321 via an inter
face, such as a video interface 390. The monitor 391 may also
be integrated With a touch-screen panel or the like. Note that
the monitor and/or touch screen panel can be physically

tions, data structures, program modules or other data in a
modulated data signal such as a carrier Wave or other transport

mechanism and includes any information delivery media. The
term “modulated data signal” means a signal that has one or

coupled to a housing in Which the computing device 310 is
incorporated, such as in a tablet-type personal computer. In
addition, computers such as the computing device 310 may
also include other peripheral output devices such as speakers
395 and printer 396, Which may be connected through an
output peripheral interface 394 or the like.
The computer 310 may operate in a netWorked environ

more of its characteristics set or changed in such a manner as

to encode information in the signal. By Way of example, and
not limitation, communication media includes Wired media
such as a Wired netWork or direct-Wired connection, and

Wireless media such as acoustic, RF, infrared and other Wire
less media. Combinations of the any of the above may also be
included Within the scope of computer-readable media.
The system memory 330 includes computer storage media
in the form of volatile and/or nonvolatile memory such as read

only memory (ROM) 331 and random access memory
(RAM) 332. A basic input/output system 333 (BIOS), con
taining the basic routines that help to transfer information
betWeen elements Within computer 310, such as during start
up, is typically stored in ROM 331. RAM 332 typically con

ment using logical connections to one or more remote com
20

cally includes many or all of the elements described above

relative to the computer 310, although only a memory storage
25

tains data and/ or program modules that are immediately

illustrates operating system 334, application programs 335,
30

35

optical media. Other removable/non-removable, volatile/
40

connected to the system bus 321 through a non-removable
memory interface such as interface 340, and magnetic disk
drive 351 and optical disk drive 355 are typically connected to
the system bus 321 by a removable memory interface, such as
interface 350.

45

The drives and their associated computer storage media,
described above and illustrated in FIG. 3, provide storage of
computer-readable instructions, data structures, program
modules and other data for the computer 310. In FIG. 3, for
example, hard disk drive 341 is illustrated as storing operating
system 344, application programs 345, other program mod

50

communications link betWeen the computers may be used.

55

can either be the same as or different from operating system

334, application programs 335, other program modules 336,
and program data 337. Operating system 344, application

An auxiliary subsystem 399 (e.g., for auxiliary display of
content) may be connected via the user interface 360 to alloW
data such as program content, system status and event noti?
cations to be provided to the user, even if the main portions of
the computer system are in a loW poWer state. The auxiliary
subsystem 399 may be connected to the modem 372 and/or
netWork interface 370 to alloW communication betWeen these
systems While the main processing unit 320 is in a loW poWer
state.

60

347 are given different numbers herein to illustrate that, at a
minimum, they are different copies. A user may enter com

CONCLUSION

While the invention is susceptible to various modi?cations
and alternative constructions, certain illustrated embodi

mands and information into the computer 310 through input

ments thereof are shoWn in the draWings and have been

devices such as a tablet, or electronic digitiZer, 364, a micro

monly referred to as mouse, trackball or touch pad. Other
input devices not shoWn in FIG. 3 may include a joystick,

ules depicted relative to the computer 310, or portions
thereof, may be stored in the remote memory storage device.
By Way of example, and not limitation, FIG. 3 illustrates
remote application programs 385 as residing on memory
device 381. It may be appreciated that the netWork connec
tions shoWn are exemplary and other means of establishing a

ules 346 and program data 347. Note that these components

phone 363, a keyboard 362 and pointing device 361, com

comprising an interface and antenna may be coupled through
a suitable device such as an access point or peer computer to
a WAN or LAN. In a netWorked environment, program mod

to, magnetic tape cassettes, ?ash memory cards, digital ver
satile disks, digital video tape, solid state RAM, solid state
ROM, and the like. The hard disk drive 341 is typically

programs 345, other program modules 346, and program data

372 or other means for establishing communications over the

WAN 373, such as the Internet. The modem 372, Which may
be internal or external, may be connected to the system bus
321 via the user input interface 360 or other appropriate
mechanism. A Wireless netWorking component 374 such as

optical disk drive 355 that reads from or Writes to a remov
able, nonvolatile optical disk 356 such as a CD ROM or other

nonvolatile computer storage media that can be used in the
exemplary operating environment include, but are not limited

(WAN) 373, but may also include other netWorks. Such net
Working environments are commonplace in o?ices, enter
prise-Wide computer netWorks, intranets and the Internet.
When used in a LAN netWorking environment, the com
puter 310 is connected to the LAN 371 through a netWork
interface or adapter 370. When used in a WAN netWorking
environment, the computer 310 typically includes a modem

removable, volatile/nonvolatile computer storage media. By
Way of example only, FIG. 3 illustrates a hard disk drive 341
that reads from or Writes to non-removable, nonvolatile mag
netic media, a magnetic disk drive 351 that reads from or
Writes to a removable, nonvolatile magnetic disk 352, and an

device 381 has been illustrated in FIG. 3. The logical connec
tions depicted in FIG. 3 include one or more local area net
Works (LAN) 371 and one or more Wide area netWorks

accessible to and/ or presently being operated on by process
ing unit 320. By Way of example, and not limitation, FIG. 3
other program modules 336 and program data 337.
The computer 310 may also include other removable/non

puters, such as a remote computer 380. The remote computer
380 may be a personal computer a server, a router, a netWork
PC, a peer device or other common netWork node, and typi

65

described above in detail. It should be understood, hoWever,
that there is no intention to limit the invention to the speci?c
forms disclosed, but on the contrary, the intention is to cover

US 8,407,236 B2
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falling Within the spirit and scope of the invention.

clustering queries corresponding to a common pinyin;
in each cluster of queries With the common pinyin, sorting

What is claimed is:
1. In a computing environment, a method comprising, pro
cessing a log of queries to obtain neW Words for a dictionary,

?ltering out infrequent queries in each cluster; and
discarding Words corresponding to the remaining queries

all modi?cations, alternative constructions, and equivalents

the queries by frequency;

including:

that are already handled by the input method editor via
the dictionary; and

selecting a set of queries based upon language from the log

of queries;

adding Words that are neW to the dictionary to the dictio
nary.

?ltering out queries that are infrequent in the selected set of

queries obtained from the log;
translating queries in the log of queries to pinyins using a

10

query-to-pinyin model;
clustering queries corresponding to a common pinyin;
in each cluster of queries With a common pinyin, sorting

the input method editor.

the queries by frequency;

12. The system of claim 10 Wherein the neW Word mining
mechanism evaluates Words that are substrings of a larger
string to determine Whether to include the substring in the

?ltering out queries that have a loW frequency in each

cluster;
eliminating any remaining query corresponding to Words

dictionary as a neW Word instead of the string, or include the

string in the dictionary instead of the substring.

that are not neW to the dictionary; and

adding Words that are neW to the dictionary to the dictio
nary.

11. The system of claim 10 Wherein the queries correspond
to Chinese characters, and Wherein the neW Word mining
mechanism ?lters out queries of less than tWo Chinese char
acters, and queries of more Chinese characters than a limit of

20

13. The system of claim 10 Wherein the neW Word mining
mechanism ?lters out at least one query based on stop-Words

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising, selecting the
set of queries by separating the log into the set of queries

in that query.

based upon both a market and a language.

the query log are selected from the log based upon a market,

3. The method of claim 1 further comprising, ?ltering out
queries based upon a length of each query.
4. The method of claim 3 Wherein the queries comprise

14. The system of claim 10 Wherein queries processed from
25

15. One or more computer memories having computer

Chinese characters, and Wherein ?ltering out queries based

executable instructions stored thereon, Which When executed

perform steps, comprising,

upon the length comprises ?ltering out queries corresponding
to less than tWo Chinese characters.

30

5. The method of claim 3 Wherein the queries comprise

?ltering out queries that are infrequent in a set of queries
obtained from a query log,

to more than eight Chinese characters.
35

7. The method of claim 1 further comprising, ?ltering out

clustering queries With the same corresponding to a

at least one query comprising a string, When a substring of

common With the same pinyin,

that string represents the string.

in each cluster of queries With the same pinyin, sorting
40

?ltering out queries that are less than tWo Chinese char

9. The method of claim 1 further comprising a dictionary of

acters.

Words, and further comprising, ?ltering out queries already

16. The one or more computer memories of claim 15 hav
45

10. In a computing environment having a query log, a

ing further computer-executable instructions, comprising, ?l
tering out at least one query that is a sub string of a larger query
that is not a neW Word in the dictionary of the input method
editor.

system comprising,
a general purpose computing device;
a computer program comprising program modules execut

able by the general purpose computing device, compris

the queries by frequency,
?ltering out infrequent queries in each cluster; and

at least one query based on a computation of stop-Words in
that query.

handled in the dictionary.

translating queries in the set of queries to pinyins using
a query-to-pinyin model,

at least one query that is a substring of a larger query.

8. The method of claim 1 further comprising, ?ltering out

processing a set Chinese language queries to obtain neW
Words that are not in a dictionary of an input method

editor, further comprising:

Chinese characters, and Wherein ?ltering out queries based
upon the length comprises ?ltering out queries corresponding
6. The method of claim 1 further comprising, ?ltering out

or based upon a language, or based upon both a market and a

language.

17. The one or more computer memories of claim 16 hav
50

ing further computer-executable instructions, comprising, ?l
tering out at least one query based on a computation of stop
Words in that query.

ing:

an input method editor module, and
a neW Word mining mechanism module that provides neW

18. The one or more computer memories of claim 16 hav

Words to a dictionary of the input method editor, by:
processing queries selected from the query log based on

ing further computer-executable instructions, comprising, ?l

language,
translating queries in the query log to pinyins using a

query-to-pinyin model;

55

tering out queries having a loW frequency in a cluster When

clustered based upon pinyin clustering.

